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Abstract: Electricity demand continues to rise on a daily basis. The most difficult task is ensuring
that customers have access to reliable, high-quality electricity regardless of the weather. Automatic
generation control (AGC) accomplishes this by keeping the target output power and frequency
constant despite load fluctuations. This paper presents a hybrid PID-fuzzy controller for optimal
automatic generation control in a two-area interconnected power system. A comparative analysis
of the proposed controller was performed with the PID controller. The parameters of the both
controllers were developed by simulated annealing (SA) techniques in order to obtain the best
dynamic performance. MATLAB Simulink software was used to simulate the models. The results
of the simulation for the two-area power system based on simulated annealing using the hybrid
PID–fuzzy controller showed superior performance in comparison to a conventional PID controller.

Keywords: automatic generation control; proportional integral derivative; fuzzy logic control; area
control error; simulated annealing

1. Introduction

In recent years, the rapidly increasing load demand in power systems has resulted in
substantial and random variation in load. As load increases, the frequency of the system
decreases, leading to under-frequency conditions; therefore, the speed of the generator
reduces as well. Similarly, with sudden load loss, the frequency increases, resulting over-
frequency conditions [1,2]. This variation causes power system disturbances to occur.
Hence, to eliminate this variation and improve the system’s performance, automatic gener-
ation control (AGC) must be designed for power systems to reduce the losses and balance
the total generating power with the total load demand [3,4]. An interconnected power
system consists of two or more areas connected through a tie-line, with each area having
an equivalent generator, turbine, and governor system [5]. To the frequency remains at a
constant value, a controller must be used. One controller type is the proportional Integral
derivative (PID) controller, which is one of the most commonly used. The gain of the
controller provides high stability, but for the case of complex characteristics and slow re-
sponse, a PID integrated with a fuzzy logic controller was constructed [6]. Recently, various
optimization techniques have been proposed including: (i) particle swarm optimization
(PSO), (ii) bacteria foraging optimization (BFO), (iii) genetic algorithm (GA), (iv) simulated
annealing (SE), (v) differential evolution (DE), (vi) butterfly optimization (BO), (vii) ant
colony optimization (ACO), and (viii) pattern search (PS) [7–9]. Electric vehicles and grids
with a high pentration of renewable energy sources (EVs) such as wind and solar can sig-
nificantly improve the time response of the system as well as lower the cost of unexpected
power imbalances between output and demand, Imitate learning like transfer learning aims
to increase the learning efficiency of agents [10]. The automatic generation control (AGC)
based on the frequency regulation market and generation tribe (VGT) is implemented using
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two algorithms: a new real-time optimal mileage based dispatch (OMD) and a consensus
transfer Q-learning (CTQ). Both algorithms can be accelerated, and the AGC period require-
ment is met. Furthermore, CTQ employs a behavior transfer to use existing knowledge
of source tasks to generate a new optimization job based on their similarities [11,12]. A
unique adaptive distributed auction-based algorithm (ADAA) is utilized to swiftly identify
a high-quality dispatch scheme in a distributed way and minimize the power deviation
between the dispatch command and the real power regulation output due to its fast conver-
gence speed and model-free feature. ADAA can converge faster and reduce communication
traffic since it simply uses an adaptive swap size depending on the instant optimization
findings [13]. Several researchers have studied various control techniques for the automatic
control generation (AGC) of innumerable connected power systems. The main objective
of these studies was to use a control algorithm in AGC to improve system performance
through damping the variation in frequency and stabilizing the fluctuation in the tie-line
power flow. Despite the fact that most control schemes improved the LFC system’s perfor-
mance, the controller must be readjusted whenever the disturbance changes, according to
the majority of the literature. Moreover, Due to the complexity of interconnected power
systems with a large number of nonlinear properties, Mamdani implemented the first fuzzy
logic control algorithm on a steam engine after Zadeh introduced fuzzy set theory. Fuzzy
logic controllers are some of the controllers better suited to these systems; they have several
advantages: (i) providing a featured of copy data quickly and efficiently, (ii) having fast
interaction during the process, and (iii) providing rules extracted from human brain and
experts [14,15]. The authors of [16] compared different controllers in a deregulated power
system for diverse multiple-area sources using differential evolution (DE) and genetic
algorithm (GA). The results show that the PID controller with DE performed better. Other
authors of [17] improved the structure of the multisource interconnected power system
(IPS) where AGC is achieved using an integral proportional derivative (IPD) controller.
The results demonstrated the superiority of the performance of the system with regard
to system frequency overshoot (Osh), undershoot (Ush), and settling time (Ts). The au-
thors of [18] employed a differential evolution approach to improve AGC while taking
nonlinearity into account as a governor deadband. In order to improve the performance
of a single-area AGC in [19] uses a more appropriate technique based on increasing the
controller’s transfer function using Laurent series to boost the controller performance of
two-area AGC systems, the Firefly Algorithm outperformed various optimization strate-
gies [20]. The gravity search technique was designed in [21,22] to increase the reaction
to a deviation in frequency between multi-area power systems. This algorithm is based
on certain advanced controllers such as ISE and PI.The authors of [23,24] compared the
implementation of a PI controller with a fuzzy logic controller in two and three areas with
diverse sources for each area. The results showed that fuzzy logic controller performed
better than the PI controller, considering overshoot and settling. Others [25] proposed a new
method of tuning the fuzzy logic that is quick when setting deregulated multi-area power
systems (thermal, gas, and photovoltaic). The findings demonstrated that this method of
tuning the logic helps to quickly reduce external error. The authors of [26,27] proposed a
load frequency controller for multi-area single power systems. A parallel connection of
a fuzzy logic controller with a PID controller for three-area automatic generation control
was tested for dynamic improvement when load disturbance occurred in one area. The
results showed that the fuzzy controller performed better. Various scenarios of renewable
energy penetration in a two-area power system presented in [28] with different step load
demand disturbances based on the ant colony algorithm. The results demonstrated that
their method supported the frequency stability of the system [29]. Automatic generation
control is considered an interaction between load frequency control (LFC) and an automatic
voltage regulator (AVR), as shown in Figure 1. This interaction is simply a combination of
frequency control to include an excitation system, which is part of LFC and voltage control
through the governor control using AVR [30]. The ideal parameters for the FOPID controller
are determined using the teacher-learning-based optimization (TLBO) technique, with the
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objective function being the integral time-multiplied absolute error (ITAE). By comparing
the suggested controller to a PID controller, the superiority of the proposed controller was
demonstrated [31]. Researchers [32] reported three different types of levitation control
algorithm. The control performance of these algorithms was tested for the optimization
of magnet current. PID + fuzzy control effectively lowered magnet current fluctuation
and reduces the RMS value of magnet current; PI+P hybrid control effectively reduced the
impact of mutation interference on the current and reduced the current fluctuation range.

Figure 1. AGC components and connection to power generation.

Based on the literature review mentioned above, we found that most studies concen-
trated on generation control in power systems such as thermal, hydro, and gas according
to the number of areas connected in the system, which comprised large power plants.
Therefore, each area consisted of many parameters that affect the power flow and frequency
of the tie. In this study, for two interconnected areas with unequal power systems, we
optimally designed an intelligent controller based on the simulated annealing technique to
enhance the frequency stability. We developed the objective function using the optimization
technique to coordinate the PID controller and to obtain the upper and lower boundaries
of the fuzzy logic controller membership function. The contribution of this paper is briefly
summarized as the description of the behavior of the frequency and tie-line power flow
fluctuations in the presence of step load demand perturbation, and we performed a com-
parative study of two controllers with two cases of disturbances in term of settling time,
peak amplitude, and peak time.

2. Power System Mathematical Model

The ALFC loop needs to adapt the output power of the generator to the load demand
by manipulating the mechanical turbine output. Two loops are used for this, primary and
secondary. The response time of the primary loop is fast. The second-order loop, conversely,
operates slowly, eliminating small frequency fluctuations [8]. The primary loop’s time
response is constrained by the turbine’s response time, whereas the secondary loop’s
response can be modified by properly tuning its integral gain. The ALFC components
are shown in Figure 2 and their mathematical models are described below [30–34] in
Figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 2. Simulink AGC components for two-area power system.

Figure 3. The pseudocode of simulated annealing (SA).

Figure 4. Flow chart of the simulated annealing optimization approach.
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2.1. Speed Governor Representation

The speed governor responds to changes in frequency (∆f ) by adjusting the output
power command (∆Pg) to the hydraulic amplifier. The relationship that governs the speed
governor operation is:

∆Pg(s) = ∆Pre f (s)−
1
R

∆ f (s) (1)

where ∆Pre f is the power setting used as a reference, and and R (Hz/pu Mw) is the
generator’s control parameter or droop feature.

2.2. Hydraulic Amplifier Representation

The hydraulic amplifier responds to the command to switch (∆Pg) the speed gover-
nor’s power by adjusting the position of the steam control valve, which causes changes in
the power transferred to the turbine (∆Pv). The input–output relationship of a hydraulic
amplifier is [31]:

∆Pv(s) =
1

1 + sTh
∆Pg(s) (2)

where Th is the time constant of the hydraulic amplifier.

2.3. Turbine Representation

In the steady state, the turbine output is in equilibrium with the electromechanical air
gap output, so no acceleration occurs and the velocity (frequency) remains constant. The
fluctuations in turbine output in transient conditions are determined by the fluctuations
in load demand. We used a turbine model without reheating, which is represented by the
following linear transfer function [35]:

∆PT(s) =
1

1 + sTτ
∆Pv(s) (3)

where ∆PT is the change in turbine power, ∆Pv is the change in valve power, and Tτ is the
turbine time constant.

2.4. Tie-Line Power Representation

If the load requirement of an area increases, the turbine regulator increases the output
of the area by ∆PGi. The system absorbs the difference in power between the increased
power generation and the increased load demand in one of the following ways: first, by
reducing the kinetic energy of area Wkin,i; second, increasing load consumption; third,
increasing power exchange over the connection line ∆Ptie,i [9]. This can be mathematically
represented as [35]:

∆PGi − ∆PDi =
∂Wkin,i

∂t
+ ∆Di∆ fi + ∆ptie,i (4)

where ∆PDi is the change in area load requirements i, and Di is the frequency dependency
of the load. Then, use the following relationships [35]:

Wkin = Wo
kin,i(

fi
fo
)2 = Wo

kin,i(
f o + ∆ fi

f o )2

≈ Wo
kin,i(1 + 2

∆ fi
f o )

(5)

Hi
∼=

Wkin,io

pri
(6)
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where the steady-state kinetic energy is Wo
kin,i, the steady-state frequency is f 0, the inertia

constant is Hi, and the base rated power is Pri. Equation (4) becomes (in per unit) [32]:

∆PGi − ∆PDi =
2Hi
f o + ∆Di∆ fi + ∆Ptie,i (7)

The increase in tie-line power in a two-area power system can be stated as:

∆Ptie,12 = To(∆δ1 − ∆δ2) (8)

To = pmax,12 cos(∆δ1 − ∆δ2) (9)

where the synchronization coefficient is To, the static tie-line transmission capacity is Pmax,12,
and the incremental variations in the phase voltage in both tie-line ends are ∆1 and ∆2.
Using the relationship [33]:

∆ f1 =
1

2π

d
dt

∆δi (10)

Equation (8) becomes:

∆Ptie,12(s) =
2π

s
To[

∫
∆ f1 dt −

∫
∆ f2 dt ] (11)

Taking the Laplace transform for Equations (7) and (11), we obtain:

∆ptie,12(s) =
2π

s
To[∆ f1(s)− ∆ f2(s)] (12)

[∆pGi(s)− ∆pDi(s)− ∆ptie,12(s)] Gp(s) = ∆ fi(s) (13)

where

Gp(s) =
Kp

1 + sTp
(14)

Kp =
1

Di
, Tp =

2Hi
f oDi

(15)

3. Proposed Work
3.1. Tie-Line Bias Control

We introduce area control error to eliminate both frequency and tie-line variations
as follows:

ACE1 = ∆Ptie,12 + ∆ f1 (16)

ACE2 = ∆Ptie,21 + ∆ f2 (17)

3.2. Optimum Parameters

To measure the dynamic performance of the automatic load frequency loop, we chose
the integral square error (ISE). The ISE is calculated as:

ISE =
∫
(∆ f 2

1 + ∆ f 2
2 + ∆p2

12) dt (18)

We use an optimization technique to minimize the ISE of the system to achieve the
optimal parameter of PID gains and frequency bias. The following are the variables that
define the optimization variables:

~x = [P1 I1 D1 P2 I2 D2 B1 B2] (19)
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Optimization is limited by the range of decision variables as follows:

0 < P1 < P1max

0 < I1 < I1max

0 < D1 < D1max

0 < P2 < P2max

0 < I2 < I2max

0 < D2 < D2max

0 < B1 < B1max

0 < B2 < B2max

(20)

where P1max, I1max, D1max, P2max, I2max, and D1max are the maximum values of the
proportional integral derivative gain for areas 1 and 2, respectively, and B1max and B2max are
the maximum values of the frequency bias for area 1 and 2, respectively. The optimization
method we used in this research is described next.

3.3. Optimization Algorithm

Simulated annealing is a simple but effective approach to solving optimization prob-
lems. Simulated annealing was performed in 1983 by Kirkpatrick et al., independent of
Cerny in 1985 [35]. Simulated annealing is used to simulate the physical process that occurs
when the minimum energy is generated, slowly cooling the solid until the structure finally
freezes. The process starts with a state of s0 and ends after taking a maximum of kmax
steps as clearly in Figure 3. The call neighbor (s) must then produce a randomly picked
neighbor for a given state, and this randomly selected random neighbor (0, 1) must pick
and return a value in the range [0, 1] that is uniform in unpredictability. As shown in
Table 1, the annealing schedule is determined by the call temperature (r), which must create
the using temperature while considering the proportion (r) of the time budget that has been
increased [36].

Table 1. SA parameters.

Max iterations Inf Max function evaluations 12,000
Time limit Inf Function tolerance 1 × 10−6

Objective limit Inf Stall iterations 2000
Annealing function Fast annealing Reannealing interval 100

3.4. Control Techniques
3.4.1. Conventional PID Controller

In industrial applications, PID controllers are used. These controllers are popular
because of their simplicity, ease of design, low cost, and efficacy. They feature a simplified
structural design and perform effectively in a range of situations. Proportional (P), integral
(I), and derivative (D) are the three major parameters of the PID controller. By managing
the three parameters in the PID controller’s algorithm, the controller provides control
adapted to unique process requirements. However, the PID controller is inefficient due to
non-linearity in this technique; nonetheless, the controller can provide control adapted to
the needs of a certain process. The proportional, integral, and derivative terms are added
to calculate the output of a PID controller. The final output is indicated by u(t).

u(t) = Kpe(t) + Kd
de(t)

dt
+ Ki

t∫
0

e(x)d(x) (21)
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3.4.2. Fuzzy Logic Controllers

Power systems and tuning converters are the most common applications of fuzzy
logic controllers. The system model must be built with traditional controller design, and
control rules must be generated from model analysis. Due to nonlinearity, linearization
of the system model is usually required and a linear controller is used to control the
nonlinear system. A fuzzy logic controller (FLC) is a device that fuzzies controller inputs
and derives correct fuzzy controls based on defined rules. The FLC output is then generated
by defuzzying the derived fuzzy control decisions [6]. As a result, the main components of
the FLC process are the inference engine, fuzzy defuzzying, and defined rules.

3.4.3. Proposed Hybrid PID–Fuzzy Controller

The proposed hybrid PID–fuzzy controller combines and tunes the classical PID and
fuzzy PID controllers [36]. Figure 5 shows the MATLAB Simulink model of the proposed
hybrid fuzzy–PID (PID–fuzzy) controller.

Figure 5. Proposed hybrid PID–fuzzy-based controller.

3.4.4. Rule Base for Fuzzy Logic System

The behavior of fuzzy logic controllers is regulated by 49 rules using an if-and-then
structures to design and control model for FLC Membership Functions (MFs) as shown in
Figure 6. The rules based can be recorded in Table 2.

Table 2. Rule bases of the proposed method.

ACE
∆ACE HN MN LN Z LP MP HP

HN HP HP HP MP MP LP Z

MN HP MP LP LP Z LN MN

LN HP LP Z LN LN MN HN

Z MP MP LP Z LN MN MN

LP HP LP Z LN LN MN HN

MP LP Z LN MN MN MN HN

HP Z LN MN MN HN HN HN
HP: high positive, LP: low positive, HN: high negative, LN: low negative; Z: zero, MN: medium negative, MP:
medium positive.
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Figure 6. Membership functions of fuzzy logic.

4. Results and Discussion

We built a Simulink model and scripting code in MATLAB using the MATLAB opti-
mization toolkit for the two-area power system shown in Figure 2. The system parameters
are shown in Table 3 [37].

Table 3. System Parameters.

Parameter Area 1 Area 2

Speed regulation R1 = 0.05 R2 = 0.0625

Frequency dependency of load D1 = 0.6 D1 = 0.9

Inertial constant H = 5 H = 4

Base power 1000 MVA 1000 MVA

Governor time constant Tt1 = 0.2 s Tt2 = 0.3 s

Turbine time constant Th1 = 0.5 s Th2 = 0.6 s

Synchronization coefficient To = 1/π
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4.1. Optimum Parameters Tuned

Table 4 shows the variables that were fine-tuned by the system. To determine the range
of the optimization variables in [22], the effect of changing the integral gain and frequency
bias on the integral square error was investigated separately for each area. Frequency bias
is expressed as a percentage of the area frequency response characteristics (beta) with fixed
frequency bias (B2) and gain (P1, I1, and D1) for area 1 and gain (P2, I2, and D2) for area 2.

Table 4. System-tuned variables.

Interconnected Area Optimum SA-TunedParameters

Area 1

B1 28.1295
KP 1.7928
KI 1.9747
KD 0.6572

Area 2

B2 6.1128
KP 1.9999
KI 1.7010
KD 0.8333

4.2. Case Studies: Frequency and Tie-Line Power Response

Based on the obtained results for the two cases, we found that both of controllers
can work independently in the presence of huge load fluctuations. However, in terms
of robustness and stability, the PID–fuzzy controller is more robust and stable, due to
preventing overshooting.

Basically, the two area power system parameters P1, I1, D1, P2, I2, D2, B1, and B2
were obtained to measure the integral squared error (ISE) using the SA technique. The
input disturbance r change in load power was investigated in two scenarios.:

• Case 1: the input disturbance is taken as d1 = 0.2 pu and d21 = 0.0;
• Case 2: the input disturbance is taken as d1 = 0.0 pu and d21 = 0.2 pu.

Additionally, Tables 5 and 6 show that the PID–fuzzy controller performed better
in terms of response. The settling time (ts) of PID–fuzzy controller was often less than
that of a PID controller and had less overshoot by 60%. Furthermore, we found the
proposed controller’s oscillation is appropriate for load frequency management. To check
the dynamic performance of areas 1 and 2, we varied the time constants for the turbine and
hydraulic amplifier for both areas and tried different input disturbances.

Table 5. Case 1: Dynamic performance characteristics of the two controllers for a 0.2 pu change in area 1.

∆ f1 ∆ f2 ∆Ptie,12

Parameter PID PID–
Fuzzy PID PID–

Fuzzy PID PID-Fuzzy

TP 3.012 3.013 3.011 3.0231 4.056 4.043

Ts 26.328 25.921 36.642 33.651 34.435 35.632

Mp 0.00254 0.00078 0.00082 0.001353 0.134 0.04921
Tp: peak time, Ts: settling time, and Mp: peak amplitude.
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Table 6. Case 2: dynamic performance characteristics of the two controllers for a 0.2 pu change in area 2.

∆ f1 ∆ f2 ∆Ptie,12

Parameter PID PID–
Fuzzy PID PID–

Fuzzy PID PID–
Fuzzy

TP 2.654 2.673 2.965 2.782 3.765 3.552

Ts 26.321 24.732 27.543 27.446 36.351 22.392

Mp 0.0248 0..0148 0.0042 0.0028 0.0236 0.0073
Tp: peak time, Ts: settling time, and Mp: peak amplitude.

According to the first condition, the PID–fuzzy controller provides superior system
response. The quality of a power source is determined by having a steady frequency, which
is a hallmark of a reliable power supply. Regrading to the first case, the settling time as in
Figure 7 was 26.328 for PID controller and 25.921 s for PID–fuzzy controller. In addition,
the overshoot for areas-1 was very low as shown in Figure 7 is 0.00254 and in Figure 8 is
0.00078 Hz for area 2. Regarding power variations, the settling time of PID and PID–fuzzy
controllers was 34.435 and 35.632 s, respectively; as depicted in Figure 9. Although the con-
ventional PID controller is designed for specific operating points considering the linearized
system model but With the proposed PID–fuzzy controller, the system performance can be
improved because the fuzzy logic controller responds effectively to system nonlinearities
and can cover a wide range of operating conditions. This is why the proposed hybrid
system can accommodate complex dynamic-algebraic equations and system uncertainties.
In the event of large load variations, both controllers may work separately or concurrently,
but the hybrid PID–fuzzy-based controller is more stable.

Figure 7. Frequency deviations in area 1 for the first case.
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Figure 8. Frequency deviations in area 2 for the first case.

Figure 9. Tie-line power deviations for the first case.

According to the second condition as results demonstrated in Figures 10–12, the
settling time for power deviations using PID and hybrid PID–fuzzy controllers was 36.351
in Figure 10 and 22.392 Figure 11, respectively. For both areas, the overshoot was very
low: 0.00254 and 0.00078 Hz, respectively. The rise time was 3.012 and 3.013 s for in
frequency deviations for areas 1 and 2, respectively.and lastly for power deviations is
4.922 as depicted in Figure 12. Additionally, in current power grids, electric loads are
becoming more managed, and the rising penetration of renewable with power electronics,
which minimizes the inertia of bulk power systems, necessitates the inclusion of fast
dynamics in power system research and modeling. Finally, we double-checked our findings
using multiple references from various authors as [15,17,21,23,28,33], and the results were
excellent. However, because to space constraints, some articles do not provide sufficient
details on how the results were produced, and others provided results by doing only single
load disturbances and using a simple integrator with fixed parameters.
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Figure 10. Frequency deviations in area 1 for the second case.

Figure 11. Frequency deviations in area 2 for the second case.

Figure 12. Tie-line power deviations for the second case.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, we considered the optimal automatic generation control for a two-area
interconnected power system, and investigated step load disturbances. To dampen system
frequency and tie-line power exchange variations, we proposed effective hybrid PID–fuzzy
AGC based on the simulated annealing controller technique, instead of a conventional
controller. The simulation results showed that the hybrid PID–fuzzy controller provides
high stability and shows superior performance as compared to the PID controller. Future
works include high contributions of renewable energy penetration considering dynamical
behaviour described by a differential-algebric equation (DAE).
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